Dr. Kent Holsinger Retires From BioOne

After over twenty years as Chair of BioOne's Board of Directors, Dr. Kent Holsinger concludes his term. Kent's positive outlook and collaborative spirit have been an important aspect of his leadership. His indelible mark on the organization is significant.

During his tenure, BioOne's revenue grew more than 150%, and the number of hosted journals increased by over 50%. Kent's leadership has been essential as we explore new product development and future pathways while also continuing to deliver on the current operations that support society-based independent publishing at scale.

Kent's work with us has been an exciting and productive year for the organization, and I'm tremendously proud of what we have accomplished in a challenging environment. Our accomplishments rely on our community of over 150 society partners, as well as our innovative non-profit culture and need for collaboration, particularly within non-profit and foundation spaces.

We're Grateful for Our Exceptional Community

BioOne is an exceptional organization, and as an aggregation, we seek to empower not just one society or one discipline but many. Our accomplishments rely on our community of over 150 society partners, as well as our innovative non-profit culture and need for collaboration, particularly within non-profit and foundation spaces.

Lauren Kane Explores New Possibilities at Helm of BioOne

Lauren Kane was recently appointed as President and CEO of BioOne. Lauren brings extensive experience in scholarly communications and is committed to the work of our society partners.

Dr. Alexander Gaos, Winner of the 2022 BioOne BioOne VISTA Video Competition

Dr. Alexander Gaos is the winner of the 2022 BioOne VISTA Video Competition. Dr. Gaos is an Associate Professor with a passion for communication in ecology and cross-field categories.

BioOne VISTA is a newsletter that shares stories of the fascinating collections in the BioOne Complete archive, the research of BioOne society partners, and new developments in the organization.

Highly Cited Researchers

We are delighted to welcome the following institutions to the BioOne Complete open access collection: Chia Nan University of Pharmacy & Science, France, and University of São Paulo, Brazil. We are excited to extend our partnership with the Entomological Society of America (ESA) to deliver a collection of newly-digitized entomological research.